3D imaging of thick specimens using Gradient Light Interference Microscopy
(GLIM)
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Light scattering limits the quality of optical imaging of unlabeled specimens: too little scattering
and the sample is transparent, exhibiting low contrast and too much scattering washes the
structure information altogether. As a result, current instruments, target specifically either the thin
(low-scattering) specimens or the optically thick (multiply scattering) samples. We developed
gradient light interference microcopy (GLIM) to extract 3D information from both thin and thick
unlabeled specimens. GLIM exploits the principle of low-coherence interferometry to extract
phase information, which in turn yields strong, intrinsic contrast of transparent samples, such as
single cells. Because it combines multiple intensity images that correspond to controlled phase
shifts between two interfering waves, GLIM is capable of suppressing the incoherent background
due to multiple scattering. Due to the specific, common path interferometric geometry used, the
two interfering fields are affected identically by multiple scattering and remain comparable in
power even in deep tissue, thus, allowing them to interfere with great contrast. Thus, GLIM
yields real-time tomography of optically thick samples via full field imaging. These results
indicate that GLIM can become a valuable label-free analysis tool for in-vitro fertilization, where
contrast agents and fluorophores may impact the viability of the embryo. We demonstrate the use
of GLIM to image various samples, including standard micron size beads, single cells, cell
populations, and thick bovine embryos. GLIM operates as an add-on to a conventional
microscope and overlays seamlessly with the existing channels (e.g., epi-fluorescence).
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